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CO018 Gordon Hall Gerdol (1877-1953) Papers
"Consists of material related to Gerdol’s work at Princeton where he served as a professor of English from 1905 to 1946. Included are manuscripts of books, class lectures, and notes grouped by subject and correspondence. 5 box.

Very little on religion at Princeton

CO020 Samuel McCoy (1882-1964, ’05) Papers
Consists of correspondence, notes, and selected manuscripts of McCoy, ranging from his writings as an investigative reporter in the early 1900s to his later works as a novelist, biography and children’s author...manuscript note for...autobiographical and miscellaneous notes." 28 box. A Computer guide to the indexed material is available.

Very little on religion at Princeton

CO025 Frank Jewett Mather (1868-1953) Papers
"Consists primarily of the correspondence of Mather during the years he was a professor in the art and archaeology department at Princeton (1910-1933) and first director of the Museum of Art." 3 box. A list of correspondents is available. Check list.

Nothing useful

CO039 Struthers Burt (1882-1954, ’86) Papers
Consists of manuscripts, typescripts, and proofs of some books, of Burt, as well as notebooks contain his ideas for stories, novels, and articles. The collection also includes correspondence from editors, friends, and associates, notably Max Perkins, James Boyd, and other Princonians..." 25 box.

CO045 Henry Norris Russell Papers
"Consists of personal papers of Russell (class of 1897), including note kept by Russell as a student at Princeton (1894-97), as well as lecture notes when a professor of Princeton. A computer generated guide to the indexed material is available.

Includes lectures and some correspondence on religious matters

CO054 Paul Elmer More (1864-1937) Papers
"The collection reflects More’s life and career as author, editor of The Nation (1909-1914), and lecturer at Princeton University (1913-1933) in philosophy and classics. Included are diaries of his trips to England, research notes on a variety of religious, classical, and philosophical subjects and philosophers; outlines and lectures for courses; manuscripts...In addition, there are 15 boxes of correspondents...A sizable portion of the collection is A.H. Dakin’s own collection of correspondence, interviews, recollections of More’s contemporaries, research notes, and related material of his biography of More..." 48 box. A checklist is available. Permission to publish must be obtained from A.H. Dakin.

Excellent source on religious matters in early 20th century American culture

CO062 Booth Tarkington (1869-1946) Papers
"Consists of work and correspondence of Tarkington (Class of 1893), one of the most prolific authors of his time." An indexed guide to the collection is available, as well as a box of folder listings.

Includes some correspondence on religious matters
CO064 Butler Family Papers
"Contains the papers of three generations of Butlers: Benjamin Franklin Butler (1795-1858), William Allen Butler (1825-1902), and William Allen Butler (1853-1923). The members of the Class of 1876, Charles Henry Butler (1859-1946)....The papers reflect the many legal, political and educational interests of the family, as well as the members' busy domestic lives. Includes for W.A. Butler correspondence, journals, works, and for H.R. Butler correspondence and works. 45 boxes.
Nothing useful on religious matters

CO155 Selected Papers of Wilson Farrand (1862-1942)
"Consists of selected papers of Farrand (Class of 1886), including letters by T. Dreiser, J.G. Hibben, H. van Dyke, A.F. West....as well as addresses and articles of Farrand that are primarily concerned with various aspects of secondary and college education and college entrance examinations. There are memorials on Charles W. Eliot and others associated with higher education. In addition, there are materials related to Farrand's position as a Princeton University trustee (1908-20)....essays written as a Princeton student...." 2 boxes.
Excellent source of information on Princeton in general and some good information on religion

CO172 Ridgeley Torrence (1757-1856) Papers
"The papers illustrate the literary activity and relationship of a large group of American writers....In addition, there are documents, scrapbooks, diaries, report cards from Torrence's Miami College (Oxford) and Princeton University days...." 115 boxes. A checklist is available. Check report card to see if grades from English Bible were on.
Little valuable information

CO178 Stephen French Whitman (1880-1948) Collection
"Consists primarily of manuscripts of Whitman, as well as correspondence and documents concerning the publication and the career of the author." 1 box. A checklist is available. Cannot tell if correspondence includes material from college days.
Nothing useful

CO209 Robert Bridges (1858-1941) Papers
Includes general correspondence (A-Z), University Club, PU Class of 1879, Princeton Club.
good source of information on Princeton in general

CO231 Charles Richard Williams (1853-1927) Papers
Includes correspondence to Woodrow Wilson, members of the Western Association of Princeton Clubs.
Little useful information on religion at Princeton

CO252 Jesse Lynch Williams (1871-1925) Papers
"Contains manuscripts, typescripts, and notes from several works of Williams (Class of 1892),...also included are diaries, notebooks, and appointment books, 1890-1912." 15 boxes.
good source on Princeton in general

CO262 Charles Hodge Papers
XIII. Miscellaneous Material; XIV. Correspondence; XV. Documents; XVI. Memorabilia; XVII. Miscellaneous Material; XIX. Papers of Others. 27 boxes.
good source on religion in nineteenth century and information on Princeton Seminary

CO265 William Berryman Scott (1868-1947) Papers
"Consists of the papers of Scott (class of 1877), professor at Princeton for 50 years. The collection includes....the notebooks and typescript of Some Memoirs of a Paleontologist (1933), as well as correspondence between Scott and the leading natural scientists of the day, such as Henry Fairfield Osborn. The reminiscences in the Memoirs are rich in anecdotal material concerning Scott's grandfather, Charles Hodge." 14 boxes.
Good source of information on Princeton in general and on science in late nineteenth and early twentieth century.

CO269 Allan Marquand (1853-1924) Paper:
A complete set of the papers of Marquand - including manuscripts, correspondence, miscellaneous material, printed material... The papers as a whole contain material for historians of Princetonians, for there is material both direct and tangential which deals with the life of Marquand the student (substitutionary and president of his Class of 1874), founder of the Department of Art and Archaeology, chairman of the department, director of the art museums. A computer guide to the indexed material is available.

Excellent source of information on Princeton in general and religion in Princeton.

CO276 Henry van Dyke Family Papers
"The papers cover three generations of the van Dyke family organized in five major series, beginning with the papers of Henry Jackson van Dyke, Sr. (1822-1891), graduate of T.Y.S. (1845) and pastor of the first Presbyterian Church in Brooklyn. Manuscripts of his sermons span the years 1844 to 1891, as do essays, speeches, bible lessons, and theological notes. Correspondence contains many letters to him from clergymen, parishioners, friends, and family, often regarding the controversy caused by his publication of The Chancel and Influence of Abolitionism, the movement in the Church, and matters of the General Assembly. Men such as N.C. Burt, Howard Crosby, Cyrus Dinkon, William H. Green, James O. Murray, E.D. Prime, and Nathaniel West are representative.

"The main body of the collection consists of enormous files accumulated during the lifetime of Henry van Dyke, Jr. (1852-1933, Class of 1873), son of Henry van Dyke, Sr. Thousands of letters, often with carbons of van Dyke's replies, document the literary, religious, and political life of which he was part. Many notable names in American literature represent the extent and variety of his correspondence, such as Mark Twain. The Princeton connections are fully recorded from his early days as a student, then as Murray Professor of English Literature, and later as annual lecture-writer with letters from James McCune, John Grier Hibben, Francis L. Patton, Allan Marquand, and Woodrow Wilson. There is also a large file of correspondence written while he was minister to the Netherlands and Luxembourg at the Hague (1913-1917 and correspondence 1915-1922) reflecting his involvement with the League to Enforce Peace.

"As pastor of the Brick Presbyterian Church in New York (1883-1889), chaplain for the navy, and moderator of the Presbyterian Church's General Assembly, he became a religious leader with a far-reaching influence. He maintained correspondence with clergymen, presidents, nobility, fellow Anglers, school children, family, friends, and strangers." The collection contains many manuscripts of van Dyke's later works...as well as... interviews, sermons, speeches,..." "The papers of Paul van Dyke (1859-1953, Class of 1881), brother of Henry van Dyke Jr., contain his type manuscript for Catherine De Medicis, a few lecture notes, correspondence with Darwin G. Eaton, William Chesman, Princeton University faculty, and others and his school reports.

"The papers of Tersius (1886-1958, Class of 1908), son of Henry Jr., mostly about his biography of his father. A complete checklist to the folder headings and a computer guide to the indexed material are available. Addition van Dyke material may be found in the University archives at Mudd Library. This is an excellent source of information on religious, intellectual, and social developments in Princeton, the Presbyterian Church, and America in the late nineteenth and early twentieth century.

CO296 Walter Lowrie (1868-1959, 90) Papers
"Contains biographical, material, works, correspondence, scrapbooks, and printed material of Lowrie (90)..." 42 bx. A Checklist is available. See Donald Fox The Long Life of Walter Lowrie and also his bibliography.

This is an excellent source of information on religious, intellectual, and social developments in Princeton, the Presbyterian Church, and America in the late nineteenth and early twentieth century.

CO299 James Mark Baldwin (1861-1934)
"Consists of correspondence, documents... relating to the professional career and personal life of Baldwin (Class of 1884), with much of the collection reflecting the various academic positions he held as a
psychology and philosophy at Princeton, Johns Hopkins University. ... A large part of the collection deals with
the Baldwin family experiences in World War I. 2 boxes. Unprocessed.
This is a good source of information on Princeton and World War I.

CO305 Frothingham Family Collection
"Consists mainly of correspondence between family members of Arthur L. Frothingham (1859-1923),
Princeton professor of archaeology (1886-1905)." 2 box. Unprocessed.
This is a good source of information on Princeton

CO306 Arnold Guyot (1887-1884) Collection
"Contains correspondence by Guyot as well as by members of the Carnegie branch of his family, and
includes correspondence by others, documents, etc. 1 box, 4 cartons. Unprocessed.
This is a good source of information on Princeton and on religion

CO310 Christian Gauss (1879-1915) Papers
"Consists of papers of Gauss reflecting his years at Princeton as one of the original preceptors under
Woodrow Wilson (1905-1907), chairman of the Department of Modern Languages (1913-1936, 1943-1946), and
dean of the college (1923-43). Included are an unpublished autobiography. The collection contains general
correspondence with fellow scholars, administrators, and authors as well as correspondence relating to his work."
Look as Diaries, lecture courses, notebooks, autobiography. 92 box.
This is an excellent source of information on the history of Princeton in the early and mid-twentieth
century.

CO327 Moses Taylor Pyne (1855-1921) Papers
Includes material relating to Princeton, both the university and town, including scrapbooks relating to
the opening of the Princeton Graduate College (1913) and the inauguration of President Hibben (1912);
correspondence and miscellaneous material about the Graduate College, the Endowment Fund, Cleveland Tower,
the Hutton Collection, the Isabellas McCosh Infirmary....
This is an excellent source of information on the history of Princeton

CO329 George Madison Priest (1873-1947) Papers
Priest was a professor of German at Princeton. Contains miscellaneous materials some of Priest's
correspondence. Most of the works are from 1917-1945 period. A checklist is available. According to checklist
all of his correspondence is transcribed.

CO343 Charles Woodruff Shields (1825-1904) Papers
"Consists of works, correspondence, printed matter and miscellaneous materials of Shields (Class of
1844, professor of philosophy and history, 1865-1903). The collection contains over eighty sermons, while the
bulk of the correspondence is between Shields and his family, especially his parents. 5 box. Unprocessed.
This is an excellent source of information on the history of Princeton and religion is Princeton, the
Presbyterian Church, and American society at large.

CO345 C.A. Young (1834-1908) Correspondence
"Consists, for the most part, of letters written to Young, Princeton professor of astronomy (1877-1905),
by other astronomers. 2 box. Arranged in alphabetical order.
This contains correspondence primarily about scientific matters.

CO347 George B. McClellan (1865-1940) Papers
"Consists of works, correspondence, documents, photographs, scrapbooks, and miscellaneous materials of
McClellan (Class of 1886) reflecting his varied career as mayor of New York City, professor of economic
history at Princeton, and renowned scholar on Venice. There are many letters to his mother Ellen Marcy
McClellan... and lecture notes and notebooks from his course on economic history (1912-1930). 12 boxes.
This contains little information on Princeton.

CO355 Henry Clay Cameron (1827-1906) Papers
"Consists of works, correspondence, photographs, Princetoniana... and printed matter of Cameron (Class of 1847) reflecting his involvement with the university community as professor of Greek 1852-1902, librarian (1865-1873), and clerk of the faculty (1882-1902). Unprocessed.

This is a excellent source of information on the history of Princeton and religion in Princeton, the Presbyterian Church, and American society at large.

CO358 Alfred A. Woodhall (1829-1921) 56 Papers
"Much of the collection includes material after Woodhall's retirement from the army when he returned to Princeton for five years (1900-1907) as a lecturer in personal hygiene and general sanitation. There are lectures, correspondence, and miscellaneous material during this period including papers relating to the Princeton Class of 1856 and to Clio Hall." 8 cartons. Unprocessed.

This collection contains little useful information on Princeton or religion.

CO371 Gerard R. Lambert (1856-1967) 80 Business Record
"Consists of the business records of Lambert... In addition, a scrapbook filled with reviews of Lambert's autobiography, All Out of Step (1956)," 83 boxes. Unprocessed.

Little useful information on Princeton.

CO394 A.W. Bradford (1806-1881) Collection
"Contains some miscellaneous papers of Bradford, governor of Maryland during the Civil War, but the collection consists primarily of speeches, correspondence, documents, and printed matter of Bradford's son, Samuel Webster Bradford (Class of 1875)." 1 box.

CO391 Deasfield Family Papers
"Consists of the papers of the Deasfield Family and related families... The papers of John Ross Deasfield (1875-1964, Class of 1896) comprise the largest segment of the collection... His correspondence includes family members, military officers, political figures, and members of the upper echelon of New York and Paxton Valley society. There is also a significant amount of correspondence with his classmates and long-time friend, Robert McElroy, who was a professor at Princeton." 39 cartons, 52 boxes. Arrangement in process.

CO399 Nelson R. Burr (1904-27) Papers
"Consists of works, correspondence, documents, photographs, scrapbooks, juvenilia, and printed matter of Burr (Class of 1927). The collection contains undergraduate notes and essays, letters written to his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Harris Burr, during undergraduate (1923-1927) and graduate school years (1928-1935) at Princeton and New York University (1929). The bulk of the collection consists of letters written to Burr by his father, friends, clergymen, publishers, and libraries, much of it regarding Burr's histories of various parishes and churches in Conn. and Washington D.C. The correspondence reflects his interest in religious matters, especially the Episcopal Church, and there are letters concerning his book The Nuns of the Episcopal Church in the United States (1956)." 16 boxes. Unprocessed except for four boxes of letters by Burr to his parents, which are in chronological order.

Good source of information.

CO401 A. Gayot Cameron (1864-1947) Papers
"Consists of works, correspondence documents, photographs... of Cameron (Class of 1886, professor of French 1897-1905). Letters to Cameron written mostly by members of his family, especially his father, Henry Gay Cameron, form the bulk of his collection, but there are also letters regarding the academic community..." This is an excellent source of information on the history of Princeton and religion in Princeton, the Presbyterian Church, and American society at large.
CO412 James Creese (1866-1966) Papers
"Consists of works, correspondence, diaries, scrapbooks... and printed matter of Creese (Class of 1918)... There are letters by him written from Princeton,..." Unprocessed.
Little worthwhile information.

CO414 Selected Papers of Ulfred Dahlgren
"Consists of writings, correspondence, and subject files of Dahlgren (Class of 1894), a professor in Princeton's Department of Biology. The collection contains his history of the department and his outlines of seminars in the biology and zoology departments." A checklist is available. 1 box.
Some useful information.

CO416 Notes of George L. Denby on Woodrow Wilson Lectures
"Consists of four notebooks of Denby (Class of 1906) containing notes on lectures in history, politics, and jurisprudence delivered by Woodrow Wilson in his courses at Princeton." 1 box.

CO417 Prentice N. Dean (1897-1981, '21) Papers
"Contains correspondence, diaries, photographs, memorabilia, and printed matter of Dean. The collection includes correspondence (1920-1923) with his family." 14 box. Unprocessed.
Nothing useful on Princeton.

CO421 Duffield Family Papers
"Consists of sermons, correspondence, genealogies, documents, photographs, memorabilia, and printed matter of the Duffield family of Princeton, N.J. One hundred sermons (1849-1871) and correspondence of John T. Duffield (Class of 1881), professor of mathematics (1847-1898) form the bulk of the collection. Other family members represented include Duffield's... son Edward Dickinson Duffield (Class of 1892), acting Princeton president (1932-1933) and chairman of the university's board of trustees, and Henry Green Duffield (Class of 1881), treasurer of the university (1901)..." 5 box. Unprocessed.
This is an excellent source of information on the history of Princeton and religion in Princeton, the Presbyterian Church, and American society at large.

CO438 Norman Walter Haring (1888-1944, '19) Papers
"Consists of works, a diary, and undergraduate lecture notes of Haring. The collection includes his notes from Prof. Charles Rusfit Morey's lectures on medieval art and Roman sculpture and miscellaneous lecture notes on French Renaissance, miniature painting, and Flemish and Dutch painting, as well as undergraduate essays, points, stories, and reviews..." 4 box. Unprocessed.

CO453 F. Carrington Woems (1884-1966) Papers
"Consists of papers of Woems (Class of 1907) from his student days at Princeton and several years thereafter." 2 box. Unprocessed.
Nothing useful.

CO460 G.A. Huett (1867-1955) Papers
"Consists of works, correspondence, documents... Of Huett, professor of Chemistry at Princeton (1909-1913) and authority on "standard cells." The collection contains his papers, notes, notebooks, professional and personal correspondence..." 6 box. Unprocessed.
Nothing useful.

CO488 Charles F.W. McClure (1865-1955, '88) Correspondence
"Consists for the most part, of approximately 1200 letters sent to McClure (Class of 1888), professor in the Princeton biology department, by some 440 biologists and anatomists of the academic community in the United States and throughout the world. The collection also contains correspondence between McClure and George Sanner Harrington, professor of anatomy at Columbia Univ. Med School. In addition, there is an essay,
"The Monastery," in which McClure describes the living arrangements of various groups of junior faculty at Princeton from the 1880s until 1937. 5 boxes. Box 1-4 arranged alphabetically by correspondent; box 5 contains mainly McClure-Huntington. A checklist is available.

Good source of information on Princeton

CO598 George Macloskie (1834-1928) Papers
"Consists of notebooks, scrapbooks, printed material, and a commonplace book (1906) of Macloskie, Princeton professor of biology (1875-1906) and an ordained Presbyterian minister and lawyer. The bulk of the collection is comprised of notebooks, many used as the basis for class lectures and papers in biology and related subjects, such as zoology, comparative anatomy, botany, and physiology, as well as in law and theology." 4 cartons. Unprocessed.

This is an excellent source of information on the history of Princeton and religion in Princeton, the Presbyterian Church, and American society at large.

CO500 Paul Martin (1862-1956) Papers
"Consists of sermons and theological notes, a few letters, a diary (1880-1882),..." (PU92).

This is an excellent source of information on the history of Princeton and religion in Princeton

CO506 Lucius Hopkins Miller (1876-1949) Papers
"Consists of personal and professional correspondence between Miller (Class of 1897) a professor in Princeton's Department of Religion, and Princeton colleagues, including Woodrow Wilson, fellow educators at other institutions, and publishers, such as Henry Holt. The collection contains correspondence dealing with departmental matters, Miller's geological work, and the Philadelphia Society, as well as letters from publishers pertaining to the publication of his articles." This is an excellent source of information on the history of Princeton and religion in Princeton, the Presbyterian Church, and American society at large.

CO526 Samuel Jackson Reid (1883-1918) Papers
"Consists of letters written by Reid (Class of 1906) to his mother, father, brother, and sister from 1901, the year before he entered Princeton, to his death in August 1918, on a battlefield in France. The letters are familial in nature, discussing his college activities, summer vacation trips,..." Arranged chronologically.

Good source of information on Princeton

CO532 K. Montgomery Ogden (1881-1970, '02) Papers
"Consists of photographs, scrapbooks, memorabilia, and newspaper clippings of Ogden. The bulk of the collection relates to the years, starting in 1925, he spent in China as business of Canton Christian college. The collection also contains memorabilia of Ogden's years as an undergraduate, including dance cards, invitations, absence notices, playbills, and examinations, and photographs of the Middle East." 2 boxes. Unprocessed.

Good source of information on missions

CO536 Smith Ogway Diaries
"Consists of thirty-three diaries of Ogway (class of 1884) written while an undergraduate at Princeton (1880-1884)."

This is an excellent source of information on the history of Princeton and religion in Princeton, the Presbyterian Church, and American society at large.

CO537 Osborn and Dodge Family Papers
"Consists of Osborn and Dodge family papers representing mainly three generations of family members, including William Henry Osborn (1820-1894),... and seven members of the Sturges family; plus sons Henry Fairfield Osborn (1857-1935, Class of 1877) and William Church Osborn (1861-1951, Class of 1883)... as well as several Dodge family members; the sons of Henry Fairfield Osborn... Fairfield Osborn (1837-1909, Class of 1909) and Alexander Perry Osborn (1884-1951, Class of 1905); and the children of William Church..."
Osborn...Frederick Henry Osborn (1889-1984, Class of 1910)...Earl Dodge Osborn (1892-1899, Class of 1915), and William Henry Osborn (1895-1917, Class of 1916). "The collection contains family correspondence of members of the Osborn, dodge, and Struges families." A box list is available as well as an 'index to selected individuals' manuscripts.'

The collection comprises information on the history of Princeton and religion in Princeton, the Presbyterian Church, and American society at large.

CO540 Charles Greenwelder Ogold (1873-1964) Papers
"Consists of works, correspondence, documents, photographs, memorabilia, scrapbooks, and an autograph book (1880) of Ogold, reflecting his role as one of Woodrow Wilson’s original preceptors (1905) and the important of the preceptorial system at Princeton. The collection contains type manuscripts of Ogold’s lectures on Milton, Spenser, and Samuel Johnson; addresses and note cards...There are also some student essays, grade books, and material concerning the Department of English." 3 cartons, 1 box. Unprocessed.

Good source of information on Princeton

CO577 John (1883-1949) and Stella Burgess Papers
"The collection contains articles, and speeches, many written during the years (1909-1915) they spent in China with the Princeton-in-Fering Program and, later, at Yenching University (1919-1926); a typescript of an unpublished autobiography by Burgess..." 3 cartons. Unprocessed.

This is an excellent source of information on the history of Princeton, religion in Princeton, on the Presbyterian Church, on missions in China, and on American society at large.

CO595 Notes of James Lawson North on Woodrow Wilson Lectures
"Consists of six notebooks (1897-1899) of Norre (Class of 1899) containing notes on lectures in jurisprudence, constitutional law, and English common law delivered by Woodrow Wilson in his courses at Princeton." 1 box.

CO596 Selected Papers of Herbert Spencer March (1877-1952)
"Consists of correspondence, photographs, clippings, and a scrapbook of March, professor of English at Princeton (1906-44). Letters between March and his sisters, Phoebe and Jessie, and from his current and former Princeton students comprise the bulk of his correspondence." 3 boxes.

This is a good source of information on the history of Princeton

CO597 Selected Papers of William B. Bamford (1878-1945, ’90)
"Consists of (1) eight notebooks containing an unpublished, autographed manuscript of Bamford (Class of 1900) entitled Random Scientific Notes, in which he applies metaphysical ideas to science in an attempt to explain scientific principles from a philosophical viewpoint, and (2) seven loose documents and correspondence." 1 box. Unprocessed.

This guy was crazy! See is unpublished book Random Scientific Notes

CO614 Blair and Lee Family Papers
Includes "The papers of Blair Lee (Class of 1880) contain family correspondence during his undergraduate years at Princeton (1877-1880), as well as lecture notes, exercise books, and essays during this period. Finding Aid is Available.

This is an excellent source of information on the history of Princeton and religion in Princeton

CO632 John Mitter (1859-1895) Papers
Includes "plans setting forth the need, scope, system of teaching, and endowment of a research university at Princeton ("A University for Discoverers")"

CO656 Ford Family Papers
"Contains correspondence, documents, and photographs of Ford. Princeton professor of politics (1908-
COM74 Robert Kilburn Root (1877-1950) Papers

"Consists of correspondence, works, six diaries (1914-1926), photographs, and printed matter of Root, Princeton University professor of English (1916-1946), and dean of faculty (1933-1946). Included are notes, lectures, articles, and speeches" on various English literature topics. There are also "reports to the faculty, notes on the preceptorial system... There are letters from J.G. Hibben, Henry van Dyke, Woodrow Wilson, and others..." 12 box. Unprocessed.

Good source of information on Princeton

COM684 George F. Thomas (1899-) Papers

"Consist of selected papers of Thomas, professor of religious thought (1946-68) at Princeton. Included are many lectures and addresses, most of which were used for his classes, dealing with such subjects as religion and education, philosophical ideas in religion and literature, the history of Christian thought, Christian ethics, and Christian ideas in poetry and literature. Also present are book reviews (1942-69) by Thomas, lectures given on a trip to India (1969-70), a bound typescript of Thomas's autobiography entitled My Story (1977), a small amount of correspondence, and clippings of review of his books." 11 box. Unprocessed.

This is an excellent source of information on the history of Princeton, on religion in Princeton and in American higher education, and on religion and American society at large.
MC002 Hamilton Fish Armstrong (1893-1973, '16) Papers
"Contains correspondence of Armstrong, with political, literary, and other well-known figures from mainly the post-World War II period." 75 box. A guide to the collection is available. Check the guide for Princeton material.

MC016 Clifford Nicules Carver (1891-1965, '12)
Besides correspondence, "Also included are...Princeton undergraduate lecture notes." 30 box. A guide to the collection is available.

MC012 Edwin S. Corwin (1770-1963) Papers
"Consists primarily of Corwin's subject files of articles, clippings, and pamphlets on various aspects of domestic and foreign affairs (1910-63), the presidency, the Constitution, the Supreme Court, and world War I, papers from his year's stay (1928-29) at Yenching University, China, and material concerning his professorship in jurisprudence at Princeton University (1911-46). His correspondence is divided into professional and family files." 5 box, 26 carton. Contains some good material on the Scopes Trial.

MC016 John Foster Dulles (1888-1959, '08) Papers
"Consists of personal papers of Dulles, including articles, speeches, manuscripts for War or Peace (1950), and general (1952-1959) correspondence, diaries and journals (1907-1918)." 592 box. A three-volume guide to the papers is available. Little on Princeton or religion in Princeton.

MC035 Raymond B. Fosdick (1883-1972, '05) Papers
"Consists of correspondence, writings, and printed matter of Fosdick relating mainly to his positions as commissioner of accounts, chairman of Commission on Training Camp Activities, Special Rep. of the War Dept in France, and under sec. general of the League of Nations, and legal advisor for J.D. Rockefeller, Jr. Also included are...correspondence..." 37 box. A card index and description of the papers by Fosdick are available. Little on religion in Princeton.

MC065 Joseph Coy Green (1887-1978) Papers
"Consists mainly of papers of Green (Class of 1908) relating to his government positions. In addition, there are files of papers, correspondence, and grade books from Green's student years (Class of 1908) and, later, as assistant and associate professor of history and politics (1920-1950) at Princeton. Also listed under diary and lecture notes. A listing of Green's descriptive labels is available. Additions to the papers have been made which are not included in the checklists. Good source of information on Princeton.

MC071 John Marshall Harlan (1899-1972, '20) Papers
"In addition, there are speeches, articles, interview, and other writings by and about Harlan; family letters, general correspondence containing invitations, requests, and miscellaneous letters; and documents, photographs, scrapbooks, and financial records." 666 box. A Guide to the papers is available. Check for Princeton material. Some information on Princeton during student days.

MC079 Arthur Krock (1886-1974, '09) Papers
Consists of personal papers of Krock, including manuscripts, correspondence, and articles. 91 box. A guide to the papers is available. Check guide to see if any Princeton material is available. Little on Princeton prior to 1916.
MC085 Loy L. Lee (1877-1934) Papers
"Contains papers of Lee (Class of 1898) containing public relations theory and practice... Also present are personal papers containing diaries (1894-1906), Princeton scrapbooks (1890-1898), correspondence with his father, Rev. James W. Lee..." A Guide to the papers is available.
Good source of information on Princeton

MC092 Charles Howard McIlwain (1871-1968, '94) Papers
"Consists of selected papers of McIlwain, including papers, notes, and lectures as a student (Class of 1894) and professor (1905-1916) at Princeton..." 2 carton. Unprocessed.
Little on religion

MC093 David Magie (1877-1960, '97) Papers
"Consists of papers of Magie ('97, professor of classics) relating primarily to his activities as a member of the staff of the American Commission to Negotiate Peace in 1919... Also present are background notes and memoranda by Magie... and his notes taken as a student of the classics in Germany (1901-1904)." Arranged by box in these main groups: American Committee to Negotiate Peace Material, background notes, and student notebooks. 2 box.
Little on Princeton

MC094 John V.A. MacMurray (1881-1960, '02) Papers
"Consists of public and personal papers of MacMurray and his father... but the collection primarily relates to MacMurray's diplomatic career" in Far Eastern affairs. 255 box. A Guide to the collection is available.
An excellent source of information on Princeton and on religion in Princeton

MC098 William Starr Myers (1877-1956) Papers
"Consists of papers of Myers: general and family correspondence, manuscripts for six books... college writings, lectures, while a professor of politics (1906-1943) at Princeton University, notes, poetry, diaries (1887-1943), scrapbooks, documents, and a few photographs. Myers was one of the original preceptors. This is an excellent source of information on the history of Princeton, on religion in Princeton and in American higher education, and on religion and American society at large.

MC103 Maurice Pate (1894-1965) Papers
"Consists mainly of correspondence and reports relating to the involvement of Pate in worldwide relief organizations... Also included are personal correspondence, diaries (1916-19), family papers, a Princeton University file (Class of 1915)..."

MC110 Earl L. Rankin Papers (1898, '22) Papers
"Contains a large file of correspondence (1917-73)... A separate file of works (1921-73) contains articles, speeches, interviews, letters to editors, lectures, and reports." 18 box, 4 cartons. A Guide to the papers is available

MC112 Kenneth H. Rockey (1895-1984) Papers
"A supplementary file contains papers from his Princeton University days (1912-16, Class of 1916)..." The papers are arranged by item numbers (1-1118), followed by supplementary materials and additions, which are described in a checklist

MC130 A Socialist's Faith by Norman Thomas (1894-1968, '05)

MC141 Haas A. Widenmann (1897-1976, '18) Papers
"Consists of the papers of Widenmann, relating primarily to his involvement in the field of international finance. Included are correspondence files (1919-77), articles, reports, speeches, and notes (1915-1975) covering the period when he was with Columbia Trust Co and partners in brokerage firm..." 69 box. A guide to the papers is available.

Little on Princeton

MC146 Edwin Walter Kemmerer (1875-1945) Papers
"Consists of the papers of Kemmerer, a professor of economics at Princeton University (1912-1941), and an unpublished autobiography Autobiography of a Money Doctor, and articles, speeches, reports, book reviews, documents, family letters, photographs, scrapbooks from his school days at Wesleyan University (Class of 1899) to 1943; and material referring to his academic career at Princeton." 417 box. A comprehensive guide to the papers is available.

Good information on Princeton

MC155 J. Douglas Brown (1898-1986) Papers
"Consists of the papers of Brown (Class of 1919), papers primarily refer to his activities in government service...A large file of correspondence and related material includes correspondence with family members, associates,..." A checklist is available.

Little on Princeton

MC159 Melvin Hall (1889-1962, '10) Papers
"Consists of works, correspondence, documents, photographs, memorabilia, scrapbooks, and printed matter of Hall. The collection contains notes and the corrected proofs of Journey to the End of an Era (1947), and autobiography in which Hall describes a 45,000 mile motor trip around the world." 19 box. Unprocessed.

Little good information

MC168 Woodrow Wilson Collection (See Woodrow Wilson Papers, ed. Arthur Link et al.)

MC174 Harold R. Melina (1888-1990) Papers
"Consists of papers of Medina (Class of 1909) covering his Princeton career..." The collection is closed, for it is currently being used by Medina's biographer at Johns Hopkins University. The collection will return to Princeton in the summer of 1992.

Some good information on Princeton but little on religion...

AC002 Andrew Clark Imrie (1875-1965, '95) Papers
"Consists of papers of Imrie (class of 1895), including undergraduate letters sent home (1891-1895), Princeton University records (1906-1942) and an Imrie family genealogy. Among such touched upon frequently in his student letters are housing, campus customs, campus organizations, baiting and grounds, the course of study, campus figures, honors, football, and skating at the local canal. While a Princeton alumni trustee from 1907 to 1912, Imrie served for a period as financial secretary of the Princeton University Board of Trustees...included among these papers are correspondence...regarding the Graduate School controversy which occurred while Imrie held his university office...and memoranda and reports on the progress of the reorganization of student social life at Princeton." 3 box. A folder list is available.

This is an excellent source of information on Princeton

AC065 Henry Burling Thompson (1857-1939) Papers
"Consists of papers of Thompson (Class of 1877), including 500 pieces of correspondence, much of it incoming (1906-13), eight letterpress copybooks (1889-1911), and one scrapbook of printed matter relating to the Princeton endowment Fund campaign of 1919-1920." A folder list is available. Letterpress items relating to Princeton have been identified.
WC001 Philip Ashton Bellins (1869-1950, '29) Collection
May include a diary from his college days at Princeton. Its difficult to determine from description. 14 box.

TC008 C. Lawson Cambell (1904-1974, '16) Papers
"Contains...and an autobiography covering fifty years of his life as a devotee of the theatre." 28 box.


Faculty Files. Seeley G. Mudd Manuscript Library. Rare Books and Special Collections. Princeton University Libraries.


Records of the Secretary. Seeley G. Mudd Manuscript Library. Rare Books and Special Collections. Princeton University Libraries.

Trustee Files. Seeley G. Mudd Manuscript Library. Rare Books and Special Collections. Princeton University Libraries.

Trustee Files. Seeley G. Mudd Manuscript Library. Rare Books and Special Collections. Princeton University Libraries.
OTHER PRIMARY SOURCES AT PRINCETON UNIVERSITY LIBRARIES

Bric-A-Brac. (Yearbook)

Catalogue of the College of New Jersey [Princeton University]

Faculty Off-Print File.

Freshman Herald


Scrapbook Collection.

Syllabi Collection.
COLLECTIONS AT PRINCETON SEMINARY


Princeton Theological Seminary Catalogue.
COLLECTIONS AT OTHER INSTITUTIONS


PRIMARY SOURCES: Published Works

AN AFFIRMATION designed to safeguard the unity and liberty of the Presbyterian Church in the United States of America with all sagacity and the Note Supplementary. Auburn, NY: Jacobs Press, 1924.


Social and Ethical Interpretations in Mental Development. New York: Macmillan, 1897.


Colwell, P.R., ed. *Quadrant of the Class of Eight Hundred and Ninety-Seven Princeton University.* Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1907.


_____. Ought the Confession of Faith to Be Revised? New York, 1890.


Greeth, Adahel. *Discourses, Delivered in the College of New Jersey: Addressed for the First Degree in the Arts, with Notes and Illustrations, including a Historical Sketch of the College, from Its Origin to the Accession of President Witherspoon*. Philadelphia: Littell, 1822.


McLloskie, George. "Common Errors as to the Relations of Science and Faith." *Presbyterian and Reformed..."


The Properly of Acknowledging the Lord in All our Ways: The Baccalaureate Sermon Preached before the College of New Jersey, June 16, 1878. New York: Robert Carter, 1878.


____. The World a Scene of Conflict: The Baccalaureate Sermon Preached before the College of New Jersey, June 25, 1876. New York: Robert Carter, 1876.


———. Paterson, Theology and the Age, Philadelphia: Presbyterian Board of Publication, 1879.


Syllabus of Prof. Patton's Lectures on the Anti-Theistic Theories. n.p., n.d.


“A Fruitful Method of Bible Study.” Bible Student (1900): 209-12.


Review of La philosophie pratique de Kant, by Victor Delhous, Philosophical Review 15 (1906): 536-42.


Philadelphian Society. One Hundred Years, 1625-1925. The Philadelphia Society of Princeton University Commemorates the 100th Anniversary of its Founding. n.p., [1925].


Presbyterian Church, U.S.A. Minutes of the General Assembly of the Presbyterian Church in the United States of America from its Organization, A.D. 1789 to A.D. 1820. Philadelphia: Presbyterian Board of Publication, [1847].

Minutes of the General Assembly of the Presbyterian Church in the U.S.A. New York: Presbyterian Board of Publication, 1871.


Princeton University. General Catalogue of Princeton University, 1746-1906. Princeton: Published by the University, 1908.


Reports on the Course of Instruction in Yale College: By a Committee of the Corporation, and the Academic Faculty. New Haven: Printed by Hezekiah Howe, 1828.


_____. The Final Philosophy, or System of Perforfe Knowledge Issuing from the Harmony of Science and Religion. New York: Scribner, 1877.


Synod of New Jersey. Minutes of the Seventy-Fifth Annual Session of the Synod of New Jersey. Trenton: MacClellan and Quigley, 1857.


**The One Hundred and Third General Assembly.** Presbyterian and Reformed Review 2 (1891): 495-99.


---


---


Alumni Princetonian
Biblical Repository and Princeton Review
Biblical World
Churchman
Congregationalist
Daily Princetonian
Educational Review
Evangelist
Herald and Presbyter
Independent
Nassau Herald
Nassau Literary Magazine
New Princeton Review
New-York Daily Tribune
New-York Evangelist
New York Herald
New York Times
New York Tribune
New York Voice
Philadelphia
Philadelphia Bulletin
Presbyterian
Presbyterian Advance
Presbyterian and Reformed Review
Presbyterian Banner
Presbyterian of the South
Princeton Alumni Weekly
Princeton Press
Princeton Theological Review
Princeton University Bulletin
Princetonian
Princeton Review
The Voice Extra
Religious Education
World
SECONDARY SOURCES: Books


---


---


---


---


---


---


SECONDARY SOURCES: Chapters in Edited Volumes


Hutchison, William R. "Protestantism as Establishment." In Between the Times: The Travail of the Protestant Establishment


SECONDARY SOURCES: Articles and Unpublished Papers


This bibliography is a composite of items found in Firestone Library's card catalogue under the heading of "Princeton and Religion." The bibliography includes the call numbers. Unless noted at "Scribner," the call number is for Firestone (or Main) Library.


_____ *Examination in Astroscopy, May 1877.* N.p. [1877]. P435.13.02


Anthony, Robert Warren. Scrapbook Containing Programs, Clippings, Tickets, Snapshots, etc., Pertaining to Princeton University, 1898-1902. 1 vol. P66.125q

Atwater, Lyman H. *Notes on Metaphysics from Lectures Given by L.J. Atwater.* Princeton, 1880. P435.638.21

Axton, Stockton. *Syllabus In... First Term Senior English.* [1910]. P435.32.401

Axton, Stockton. *Syllabus On English Literature.* n.p., 197. P435.32.4


Bailey, Edward Duff. Scrapbook Containing Tickets, Programs, Menus, Letters, Clippings, Examination Papers, etc., Illustrative of Social and Academic Life at Princeton College, 1893-1897. 2 vol. P66.143q

Barnister, James Byrnes. Scrapbook of Examination Papers, Clippings, Programs, Invitations, etc., Descriptive of Undergraduate Life at Princeton University, 1873-1882. 1 vol. P66.144q

Bogart, Ernest Ludlow. Scrapbook Containing Examination Papers, Newspaper Clippings, Programs, Tickets, Invitations, etc., Descriptive of Academic and Social Life at Princeton University, 1885-1890. P66.101f

Bostwick, Charles Byrnes. Scrapbooks Containing Programs, Tickets, Invitations, Clippings, Photographs, etc., Descriptive of Undergraduate Life at Princeton University, 1884-1896. 3 vol. P66.204q


The Type of the Graduate Student: A Paper Read Before the Association of American Universities at the University of Illinois, November 7, 1913. Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1913. Speer-Alumni Alcove Shelf


Hubbell, John Jackson. Scrapbook Containing Examination Papers, Programs, Invitations, Clippings, etc., Descriptive of Undergraduate Life at Princeton University, 1870-1902. P06.481q


Imrie, Charles F. Scrapbook Containing Examination Papers, Programs, Invitations, Clippings, etc., Descriptive of Undergraduate Life at Princeton University, 1869-1877. P06.491

Irving, David O. Scrapbook Containing Examination Papers, Programs, Invitations, Clippings, etc., Descriptive of Undergraduate Life at Princeton University, 1874-1878. P06.492q


Johnson, William C. Scrapbook Containing Examination Papers, Programs, Invitations, Clippings, etc., Descriptive of Undergraduate Life at Princeton University, 1874-1910. P06.501

Joline, Adrian H. Scrapbook Containing Examination Papers, Programs, Invitations, Clippings, etc., Descriptive of Undergraduate Life at Princeton University, 1872-1870. P06.503


Keener, John H. Scrapbook Containing Examination Papers, Programs, Invitations, Clippings, etc., Descriptive of Undergraduate Life at Princeton University, 1895-1900. P06.515f

Kelley, Alfred. Scrapbooks: nos. 5, 6, 7, 8. 4 vols. Speer - zoom 205 Alumni Alcove.


Lehrer, John W.C. Scrapbook Containing Examination Papers, Programs, Invitations, Clippings, etc., Descriptive of Undergraduate Life at Princeton University, 1867-1871. P06.577


**History of the College of New Jersey, from its Origin in 1746 to the Commencement of 1854. 2 vols. Philadelphia: J.B. Lippincott, 1877.**

---

*A Memoir of John Maclean, M.D., the First Professor of Chemistry in the College of New Jersey.* Princeton: Printed at the "Press" Office, 1876. Speer - II-2 M2233ma


---


---


---

*Syllabus on Botany and Zoology Taken from Lectures of George Macleod*. Princeton: Princeton Press, 1893. P435.998.2

---


---


---

*Zoological Tables*. n.p., [1873]. P435.998


McAlpin, Charles Williston. *Scrap Book Containing Examination Papers, etc.* Princeton, 1884-88. P06.606.2

McCord, John D. * Scrapbook Containing Examination Papers. Programs, Invitations, Clippings, etc., Descriptive of Undergraduate Life at Princeton University, 1880-1902.* 2 vol. P06.608q

McCosh, James. *Christ the Way, the Truth, and the Life: the Baccalaureate Sermon, Before the College of New Jersey June 27, 1869.* Princeton: Steele & Smith, 1869. P04.869 & P06.615.01

---

"Competitive Examination." *Presbyterian* vol. XLII no. 39 (September 30, 1871), p. 2.McCosh.4

---


---

*The Course of Study in Princeton College: Being a Report to the Trustees of the College, November 13th,
1884, by the President. n.p., 1864.

... Faith in Christ and Faith in Doctrine Confirmed and Contrasted; the Baccalaureate Sermon, Before the College of New Jersey, June 23, 1872. Princeton: Steele & Smith, 1872. P04.872 & P96.6156.01


... Leghast: Derived from the Plant: The Baccalaureate Sermon, Before the College of New Jersey, June 26, 1870. Princeton: Steele & Smith, 1870. P96.6156.01


... Notes on Psychology. From Lectures Given by J. McCosh.... Princeton, 1878. P435.739.12

... Notes on Psychology. From Lectures Given by J. McCosh.... Princeton, 1889. P435.739


... Propriety of Acknowledging the Lord in All Our Ways: The Baccalaureate Sermon, Before the College of New Jersey, June 16th, 1878. New York: Carter & Bros., 1878. P96.6156.23 & P94.878


... Royal Law of Love, the Baccalaureate Sermon, Before the College of New Jersey, June 27, 1875. New York: Carter & Bros., 1875. P96.6156.01

... Syllabus of Lectures on Philosophy, prep. Prickett, 1882. (belonged to J.M.Baldwin). P435.717.05

... Twenty-Years of Princeton College. New York: S. Scribner’s Sons, 1888. LDA608.M15

... Unity with Diversity in the Works and Word of God: The Baccalaureate Sermon. Before the College of New Jersey, June 25, 1871. Princeton: Steele & Smith, 1871. P96.6156.01

... What An American University Should Be. New York: J.K. Lees, 1885.


... World Scenes of Contest: The Baccalaureate Sermon, Before the College of New Jersey, June 25, 1876. New York: Barter & Bros., 1876. P96.6156.01
McLarc, Norman R. *Scrapbook Containing Examination Papers, Programs, Invitations, Clippings, etc., Descriptive of Undergraduate Life at Princeton University, 1895-1904.* P06.6045

McNair, Theodore M. *Scrap-book, Princeton College, 1875-1879.* P06.6087q

Matthews, John C.D. *Scrapbook Containing Examination Papers, Programs, Invitations, Clippings, etc., Descriptive of Undergraduate Life at Princeton University, 1875-79.* P06.6221

Mellier, Kennedy D. *Scrapbook Containing Examination Papers, Programs, Invitations, Clippings, etc., Descriptive of Undergraduate Life at Princeton University, 1866-1869.* P06.631n


Moroff, James Hugh. *Cost of Four Years in College.* n.p., [1900]. P70.64

Murray, James O. *Christ as a Man of Prayer.* New York, 1893. Speer-F-33 P9358.


— The Transfiguration of Life by Christ. New York, 1893. Speer-F-33 P9358.


— The Story of Princeton. Boston, Little, Brown, and co, 1917. 1184.682

Notes on Junior and Senior Bible. n.p., [18-]. P435.177

Notes on Logic. n.p., [18-]. P435.394.01 & P435.394.04

Notes on Modern Philosophy. n.p., [18-]. P435.117.31

York: Scribner, 1894. Speer - BD 111.07

Concise History, New York: Macmillan, 1906. Speer -


Medieval Philosophy, n.p., (18-). P435.717.39

Notes on Prof. Ormond's Lectures on Histor-ical Medieval Philosophy from Augustine to Descartes. n.p., (18-). P435.717.34

Notes on Medieval Philosophy, from Prof. Ormond's Lectures. n.p., (19-). P435.717.23


Notes on Prof. Ormond's Philosophy from Descartes to Kant: Lectures. Speer - B791.073.


Notes on Prof. Ormond's Philosophy from Descartes to Kant: Lectures. Speer - B791.073.

Notes on Prof. Ormond's Philosophy since Kant, Trenton: MacCrellish & Quigley, 1892.


Notes on Prof. Ormond's Patristic Philosophy Lectures by J.P. King (1921) and G.H. Tawney (1923). n.p., (189-). P435.717.32


-- Scrapbook Containing Examination Papers, Prognostics, Invitations, Clippings, etc., Descriptive of Undergraduate Life at Princeton University, 1875-1877. P66.691


Parker, Charles W. Scrapbook Containing Examination Papers, Programs, Invitations, Clippings, etc., Descriptive of Undergraduate Life at Princeton University, 1880-1881. P66.696q

Parker, John R. Scrapbook Containing Examination Papers, Programs, Invitations, Clippings, etc., Descriptive of Undergraduate Life at Princeton University, 1894-1898. P66.694q

—. Baccalaureate Sermon Preached Before the Class of 1894 of Princeton College, June tenth, 1894. P96.7075.10 & P315.760

—. "Dr. McCosh on the New Departure in College Education." Presbyterian Review VI (April 1882): 341-347.

—. Syllabus of Prof. Patton's Lectures on Ethics, n.p., [18-?]. P435.331.5


—. Syllabus of lectures on Ethics, n.p., 1890. P435.331.52

—. Syllabus of lectures on Ethics, n.p., [1891]. P435.331.51

—. Syllabus of President Patton's Lectures on Ethics, ed. 1892. n.p., [1892]. P435.331.54

—. Syllabus of President Patton's Lectures on Ethics, ed. 1903. n.p., [1903]. P435.331.53

—. Syllabus of Prof. Patton's Lectures on the Anti-Theistic Theories. n.p., [18-?]. P435.890.01

—. Syllabus of Prof. Patton's Lectures on Theism, Princeton: Princeton Press, 1886. P435.890.02

—. Syllabus of Prof. Patton's Lectures on Theism, Princeton: Princeton Press, 1893. P435.890.05


Pless for High Education and Presbyterian Colleges, with Special Reference to the College of New Jersey at Princeton. n.p. [186-?]. P90.726.


—. Out Hundred Years, 1825-1925. [Princeton, 1925]. P733.265.3 & Speer-LD4616.5.P99


—. Princeton Work in Peking, n.p., [1907]. P733.71.3

—. Princeton Work in Peking, Four Years of Work for Young Men in Peking, 1896-1900. n.p., [1910]. P733.71.6
Report of the General Secretary... 1901-02-1903/04, 1544/15-1915/16. P713.71

Statement to Alumni. [Princeton, 1899-1900] P713.71.4

Poe, Samuel J. Scrapbook Containing Examination Papers, Programs, Invitations, Clippees, etc. Descriptive of Undergraduate Life at Princeton University, 1880-1887. P66.727q


Priest, George M. Scrapbook Containing Examination Papers, Programs, Invitations, Clippings, etc. Descriptive of Undergraduate Life at Princeton University, 1890-1894. P90.735q

Princeton University. Addresses at the Memorial Service in Memory of Cornelius Van Rensselaer, June 10, 1903, n.p. [1903]. "In memory of George Yardley Taylor...[and] Corinna Van Rensselaer Hodge..." P34.114

[Album of Photographs of Princeton College, Members of the Faculty and the Classes of 1875-1936]. 1 vol. P99.116f


Catalogue of All Who Have Held Office as or Have Received Degrees from the College of New Jersey... Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1896. 699.4.2.186 & P12.73.1896


Chapel Service Orders. [Princeton, NJ, 1873-1879. 6 pt. in 1 Vol. Title varies slightly. Programs for the chapel exercises by the various divisions of each class. P70.729.

Charter and By-Laws of the Trustees... [Philadelphia] Printed by Order of the Board of Trustees, 1892. P21.892

Charter and By-Laws of the Trustees... [New York] Printed by order of the Board of Trustees, 1892. P21.892

Charter of the Trustees... Together with a Statement Concerning the Original Charter, and the Laws of New Jersey Amending the Charter, and Otherwise Relative to the University. Princeton: University Press, 1906. F11.906
Princeton, Recommended to the Board of Trustees by the Faculty, Feb., 1892. Princeton, [1892].

- Proposed Revision in the Plan of Study for the Academic Department. n.p., 1889. P43.73.3
- Report [Faculty Committee on the Course of Study] n.p., [1904]. P43.71
- Report [Faculty Committee on the Course of Study] n.p., [1916]. P43.738.2
- Report, [from the President]. 1902-1905. (P) P52.73
- Report [from the Committee on the Course of Study] on the Seminary, as Adopted by the University Faculty. n.p., [1907]. P43.7377
- Report [from the Committee on Undergraduate Activities]. n.p., 1912. P906.742

Records of the Professors and Tutors of Princeton College to the Questioners Addressed to the by the Board of Trustees, 1881. Elizabeth, NJ: Journal Printing House, 1881. SG669.747

Report of the Exercises at the Opening of Alexander Connestreet Hall. n.p. 1894. P36.7075.10 & P315.76

Report of the Social Committee on Entrance Requirements and Curriculum for the Bachelor of Science Courses. John C. Green School of Science, April 1901. n.p., [1901]. P43.73.2

Report, Presented to the Trustees, June 9, 1902. n.p., [1902]. From Committee on Morals and Discipline. P32.902.2

Report to the Committee on Morals and Physical Education. n.p., [1917]. (Signed H. Mcleanman.) P49.159


- Requirements for Admission and Estimate of Expenses. n.p., 1889-1909. P42.737 &P41.73.11
- Scrap Book (relating to the Sesquicentennial Celebration). P51.85
- Scrap-book of Newspaper Clippings, Pamphlets, Circular Letters, etc., Descriptive of the Activities and Administration of Princeton University from 1904 to 1916, used in obtaining Funds for the University. (P.U. Committee of Fifty) P56.66-4
- [Chapel Services]. Princeton. 6694.737.2q. Unbound in PR. For more information see Serial Record.
- [Chapel Services]. Princeton. P36.738.2q. For more information see Serial Record.
- Sesquicentennial Celebration. October 20th, 21st and 22nd, 1896. n.p. [1896]. P53.73.10

Themes and Questions from Butler’s Analogy. n.p. [vii-]. P435.23

Sloan, W.M. History. n.p., [187-7]. P96.8181.07


Stauffer, Donald A. The Idea of a Princeton Education. Princeton: The University, [1946]. Speer-LD4593.579


Syllabus on Junior Logic. n.p., [1907]. P435.594.041

Synopsis of Butler’s Analogy. n.p., [1875]. P435.23.2


Taber, Sidney Richmond. Scrapbook Containing Examination Papers, Progrants, Invitations, Clippings, etc., Descriptive of Undergraduate Life at Princeton University, 1860-1883. P360.894q

Taylor, John M. Scrapbook Containing Examination Papers, Progrants, Invitations, Clippings, etc., Descriptive of Undergraduate Life at Princeton University, 1872-1876. P360.8964

Thilly, Frank. The Princeton Preceptorial System. [Ithaca, NY, 1908]. P437.961


Student's Syllabus in English Fifty Free. n.p., [19-]. P435.32.53

Van Dyke, Paul. Age of the Renaissance: Syllabus by O. Reynolds. n.p., [1903]. P435.46.32

European Ways of the Last Half of the Sixteenth Century: Syllabus of Lectures. n.p., [1900]. P435.46.3


Wadham, Raymond L. Scrap-book, Princeton College, 1872-1895. P06.949q


Under the Princeton Flims, and the Princeton Idea. Trenton: MacCullough & Quigley, 1891. P94.111.01 & P00.955.11


Is There a Democracy of Studies. n.p., [1899]. Speer-LC101.W51


Mr. Sunday and Princeton. n.p., [1915]. Speer-Pamps.P32

Presentations for Honorary Degrees in Princeton University, 1905-1925. Princeton, 1929. 4694.967

— "What is a College For?" Southern XLI (November 1900): 597.

— "Who is the President of William and Mary?" American Historical Review 35 (April 1908): 254-255.


— "What is the Future of the William and Mary Institute?" Southern Quarterly 31 (December 1908): 591-592.

ARTICLES ON HIGHER EDUCATION AND RELATED SUBJECTS IN PRINCETON-RELATED PERIODICALS

THE BIBLICAL REPERTORY and PRINCETON REVIEW (1851-68)


Atwater, Lyman H. "The Intuitions of the Mind Inductively considered...by James McCosh." Biblical Repertory and Princeton Review XXXII (Jan 1860).


Atwater, Lyman H. "I. University Reform...." Biblical Repertory and Princeton Review XXXVIII (Jan 1867).


Atwater, Lyman H. "The Culture Demanded by Modern Life... (Recent Discussions concerning Liberal Education)." Biblical Repertory and Princeton Review XXXIX (Oct 1867).
PRESBYTERIAN QUARTERLY and PRINCETON REVIEW (1869-77)


THE PRINCETON REVIEW (1878-85)


LeConte, Joseph. "The Schools, the College, and the University." Princeton Review III (Jan 1880): 177-204.


NEW PRINCETON REVIEW (1886-1889)


"Fifty Years of German Universities." New Princeton Review n.s. 1 (1886): 279.


Wilson, Woodrow. "Of the Study of Politics." New Princeton Review III (1886): 188-


THE PRESBYTERIAN REVIEW (1880-1888)

"Theological Faculties in the German Universities." Presbyterian Review I (1880): 368.
Chamber, T.W. "The Theory of Professor Kuenen." Presbyterian Review I (1880): 304-

Chamber, Talbot W. "The Plan of the New Bible Revision." Presbyterian Review II (1881): 449-


---

1Excluded are book reviews by Princeton College Professors: T.W. Hunt, G. Macloskie, J.O. Murray, FL Patton, AF West, A. Johnston, WM Sloane, HJ van Dyke Jr, S.S. Orris, JM Baldwin, A Macquand, AT Ormond, TW Chambers, AL Frothingham,


